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In this paper, we examined a possible way to trace the use of Instagram to promote applying pattern languages into daily life. Christopher
Alexander who introduced the concept of pattern language, said "It is not enough to merely duplicate a pattern from a book in order for each
human being to keep in mind the pattern language as an expression of their daily life attitude" and “A living language must constantly be recreated in each person’s mind (Alexander, 1979).” Pattern languages offers new vocabularies in specific fields, however there is a great
divergence between offering new vocabularies and achieving the Quality Without A Name (QWAN), which Christopher Alexander proposed
in his book The Timeless Way of Building, through patterns. Therefore, it is necessary for people to repeatedly keep in touch with the patterns,
construe the patterns and link it to action. We conducted an experimentation through Instagram using “Ethical Lifestyle Patterns”, as a result,
in order to keep the cycle, keeping in touch with the patterns and continually reflect it to practice in peoples’ daily life, using Instagram which
can express the patterns in their way and accumulate the trace of practice is an effective way. However, a problem was found that people
feel difficulty posting specific photographs and contents on Instagram because of the people users are following. Hereafter, resolving the
difficulty in sharing, and building a system that sharing becomes a motivation to post will be necessary.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pattern languages were born in the field of architectural design (Alexander et al. 1977), and further developed
in the area of software (Beck & Cunningham 1987). Pattern languages applied to human action have been brought
to bear on many different fields, like education (Bergin & Eckstein, 2012), team reformation (Manns & Rising,
2014), presentation (Iba, 2011), and welfare (Iba, 2015). Pattern languages can enhance the quality of practice
in a field, however, by solely reading the patterns does not immediately lead to a high quality of practice. It is
necessary for practitioners to grow gradually through applying the patterns in order to improve the quality of
practice.
Christopher Alexander, who introduced pattern languages, said "It is not enough to merely duplicate a pattern
from a book in order for each human being to keep in mind the pattern language as an expression of their daily
life attitude" (Alexander, 1979). He also says that “A living language must constantly be re-created in each
person’s mind (Alexander, 1979).” In other words, it is necessary for people to repeatedly keep in touch with the
patterns, internalize the patterns and link them to action.
In this study, using the “Natural Living Patterns (later renamed to Ethical Lifestyle Patterns) (Kamada, et al.,
2016)” which supports the design of an ethical lifestyle, we propose an approach to connect the patterns to life.
In particular, to see how behavior based on patterns is practiced in people’s lives and to visualize the state of
practice in reality, we conducted a research using Instagram and will report the result.
2. BACKGROUND
2-1. Previous research on a "Dialogue Workshop”
The dialogue workshop is an effective approach to internalize pattern languages. In this approach, people can
have a dialogue and share their experience through patterns. For instance, in a workshop using “Learning
Patterns” (Iba & Iba Lab, 2014; Iba, Miyake, et al., 2009; Iba & Miyake, 2010; Iba & Sakamoto, 2011)” which is the
pattern language for creative learning, by engaging in a dialogue about the patterns, participants developed new

ideas and were motivated to take the next step in applying the patterns. Feedback on the workshop included: “I
learned what I have to learn specifically”, “I learned many experiences exist even on same patterns.” and “I gained
inspiration from other participants’ attitudes and experiences.” (Iba, 2014)
It is a significant point how readers or users of pattern languages could become more connected with patterns
and apply patterns to their actions constantly in their daily life as opposed to situations separated from daily life
like workshops.
2-2. Previous research on "Quality Feeling System”
Iba et al.(2014) proposed a web system called the “Quality Feeling System”, a method to personalize pattern
languages. Iba et al.(2014) pointed out that while pattern languages offers new vocabularies in specific fields,
there is a great divergence between offering new vocabularies and internalize the patterns. In order to internalize
patterns, you must gradually become more proficient in using the vocabulary introduced in the language. Using
“Quality Feeling System”, this experiment supports attaching patterns more deeply to an individual’s feelings and
emotions by expressing the liveliness using pictures and stories.
The web system of “Quality Feeling System” consists of 4 phases. The first phase is, reading the patterns. Second,
users create a piece by entering events that were impressive or photographs of that moment and type
experiences and memories of their daily life as a story in the system. Third, title the piece and select related
patterns. Fourth, pieces entered by the author accumulates in their user page. Additionally, the user can browse
and bookmark other user’s pieces.
In this system, users can grow continually in an innovative way, by being inspired by the expression and
accumulation of others and by shared expression with other users. Users are able to inspire and promote each
other. So, expressing, accumulating and sharing are the important elements in this system (Iba et al., 2014).
Also, the purpose of posting photographs is based by the indication of Keriievsky (2008), saying Christopher
Alexander uses photographs to express the QWAN in “A Pattern Language” (Alexander, et.al., 1997).
The “Quality Feeling System” that has been implemented as “The 4th Place” (Figure 1). This service is structured
as a web service instead of a social networking service because the service aim is to create connections of events
or stories via patterns, not to create specified connection between users. (Iba et al., 2014). So, users need to
access the website spontaneously to be in touch with these patterns. If users do not have strong motivation to
internalize patterns, they will gradually fade away. Therefore, we researched a way to create chances that users
can meet patterns more ordinarily or passively.

Fig. 1 The Overview Structure in “The 4th Place” system (adopted from Iba 2014)
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3. METHOD
3-1. Using Instagram
Since the purpose of this study is to present and examine a way that enables more people to use patterns casually.
Therefore, we decided to use platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram etc.) that are already used in daily life. To
fulfill the function of the 3 important elements of “Quality Feeling System”, expression, accumulation and sharing,
we chose Instagram. Because, Twitter is too short to express the user’s feeling, and it is text-centered UI and
Facebook is used for very different purpose compared to Instagram or Twitter. It focuses on connection between
real friends using their real names and therefore connection through patterns are difficult to born. Plus, Facebook
did not introduce hashtag until recently, making Facebook users unusual to hashtags.
By using Instagram, expressions are made by photographs users post. Posts will be accumulated and users can
share their posts with other users by using hashtags. Thereby we aimed at users to 1. takes on behavior based
on patterns to be practiced in daily life, 2. visualize and share the practice and 3. continually practice.
According to Nir Eyal (2014), habits are behaviors that are performed almost unconsciously, and in order for
people to acquire new habits, a system is needed to support them. A system proposed to support obtaining new
habits is the Hook Model. Eyal’s Hook model provides an approach to encourage specific behavior by stimulating
four specific processes in a particular order. The processes are, Trigger, Action, Reward and Investment. Events
triggers actions, and actions are generated by variable rewards which leads to new investments (further actions
are also included). When these 4 processes occur repeatedly as a cycle, an action gradually becomes a habit. (Eyal,
2014) In this study, the gradual enhancement of quality on practice is to be expected by making the practice of
patterns a habit. The patterns are the triggers for individuals to take actions while likes and comments on
Instagram are the rewards, which can lead to the next action.
3-2. Exploratory Research
On October 7, 2016, we created an Instagram account for "Ethical Lifestyle Patterns” and defined hashtags using
pattern names. (Figure 2) We selected 18 patterns out of 27 patterns that were easy to express through
photographs. The reason why we selected these subsets is that the contents of a pattern that are hard to express
by photograph will not lead to posting. Likewise, if all 27 patterns were released, the large number of patterns
may lower the motivation to read all of them, leading to a lower number of practitioners. We called out to the
followers to 1. read the patterns and 2. post their practices based on patterns with photographs and texts and to
post it with hashtags “#ethicallifestylepatterns” and “#pattern name”. Otherwise, add a hashtag to past posts.
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Fig. 2 "Ethical Lifestyle Patterns” account

3-2. About “Ethical Lifestyle Patterns”
The Ethical Lifestyle Patterns are a tool to support leading an ethical and sustainable lifestyle through helping
people realize the connection with surrounding people and nature in order to reflect on and change their lifestyle.
This pattern language is made up of 27 patterns and is comprised of three pillars: recognizing the unnoticed
connection between human and nature, finding the value standard for one’s self to build comfortable relationship
with surrounding people and nature, and creating an original lifestyle based on one’s value standard. Over all
view of the patterns are shown below (Figure 3).

Fig. 3 Ethical Lifestyle Patterns
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4-1. Results of the Research
As of December 26, 2016, 273 posts using the hashtag “#ethicallifestylepatterns” have been collected. Individuals have
expressed their practice in their shared words and photographs and has been shared. (see figure 4 for an example post).
Looking at the collected 273 posts, the context of the practice is diverse even on the same pattern, and the reality of
people using the patterns in their own way can be noticed. Following the hashtags allows users to see the diverse reality
of different individual’s practice in their daily life. Also, categorizing the posted patterns the authors have come to
realize that there are patterns that are easy to post and patterns that are not (Table 1). It seems it is influenced by the
degree of casualness of practice and ease of expression through photographs. For instance, the 3 most posted patterns
are “Spots of Nature”, “Habitat to Make at Home”, “Meals that Become Yourself”. These patterns can be linked to
nature which were seen in daily life and daily meals, which can be posted easily. These posts may have increased, also
because on Instagram most people commonly post beautiful scenery and food. On the other hand, the pattern
“Reconsidering Norms” had no post. This pattern is to question the ordinary from their point of view, which is hard to
express through photographs.
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Fig. 4 Posts gathered by hashtag

Table 1. The number of posts gathered by each pattern

4-2. Interview to users
Moreover, when observing the post, there were users who continually kept posting and users who stopped after
posting only a few times. On November 22nd, one and a half months after releasing the account, we contacted a
few users via direct message on Instagram and interviewed them with Skype. There were 4 interviewees. Ms.Y
and Ms.T who continued posting and Ms.M and Ms.K who eventually stopped posting.
Users who continually posted on Instagram.
Ms.Y…20 year-old (University student)/ Ms.T…34-year-old (Employee）
Users who eventually stopped posting on Instagram.
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Ms.M…19-year-old(University student)/ Ms.K…22-year-old (University student)
Ms.Y and Ms.T who continually kept posting commented, “It overlapped with what I had been doing in the past
so it was fun to see my actions having meaning to it.” “I first thought ethical was difficult, but it turned out my life
fit into ethical and I was happy about that.” “It was fun looking back at my past posts and my life and finding out
that I had been living an ethical life.” “There were some patterns that I realized I have practiced before and it gave
me an opportunity to think about ethics.” “By watching other users practices using hashtags, made me want to
imitate the practice.”
They also said they were motivated by each other’s posts on Instagram, saying that “When you connect with
people with similar interests and look at other users’ posts, it leads to another next practice.” On the other hand,
however, when interviewed Ms.M and Ms.K who stopped posting, they said “It was hard to post because I was
afraid that my friends might think I’m a go-getter.” “I received a comment saying whether I had an epiphany on
something and it was awkward.” From these opinion, we can determine that comments may sometimes perturb
the users. They also said “What other people think does matter but it would be better to find a way to express
ethics which is not forcible to others.”
Also, we looked at the connection between those who continued posting and who eventually stopped posting by
comparing posts that had no “#ethicallifestylepatterns” and “#pattern name” which are posts from their regular
life, from accounts who kept posting and accounts who stopped posting. We determined that people who are
interested in an ethical lifestyle tend to continually post on Instagram. These people use Instagram to post
photographs that connects to ethics and post foods, books and their thoughts. Whereas people who uses
Instagram as a diary, such as posting photographs with friends, pets and selfies, tend to stop posting. From the
interview, people who follows and have followers with similar interests tend to keep posting photographs,
however, people who follows and have followers who is close to that person like friends from school and family,
tend to feel difficulty on posting pictures because they care about their relationship and what others think about
them.
Due to the preceding points, by making expression the purpose, it is suggested that if the patterns are used by
individuals in an original way, giving meanings to their daily life by using patterns and by accumulating and
sharing, it motivates other people and also themselves and leads to another next practice. Sharing becomes an
effective way to take another step; however, it also can lower the motivation because of the fact that other people
can see their posts.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new method using Instagram to promote the use of pattern languages and
assembled the outcome of the study. In peoples’ daily life, in order to keep the cycle to keep in touch with the
patterns and continually reflect it to practice, Instagram which can express the patterns in their way and
accumulate the trace of practice is an effective way. However, there is a problem that people feel difficulty posting
specific photographs and contents on Instagram because of the people the users are following. Hereafter,
resolving the difficulty in sharing, and building a system that sharing becomes a motivation to post will be
necessary.
As we wrote in the beginning, it is necessary for practitioners to have a gradual growth while applying the
patterns to implement QWAN. In order to keep the practice going, it needs a certain amount of motivation. In an
individual level activity, however, there is a high possibility that people would stop halfway. Exchanging
information with others and belonging to a community with a common purpose will be necessary. Then, the
patterns can be the Hub to promote communication and actions. In this paper, we stated a method of using
pattern languages in addition to workshop and lectures. We hope that this will be a starting point to more diverse
method would be discovered.
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